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WHERE WE ARE 

 

 We are skipping Assignment 3. You will get full credit for it in my grade book. 

 I HAVE CHANGED THE PREVIOUS ASSIGNMENT 3 TO BECOME ASSIGNMENT 

4, and have removed the previous assignment 3.  

 http://www.robertcat.net/gdrive/spring2021/padm5302/site/index5302.html 

 I sent you Assignment 4 as a Word file a moment ago, for your convenience. Type your 

name and answers into the Word file, save and submit it to GAVIEW by April 18. 

 

NEW MATERIAL 

 

Please read the material in Chapter 2 of our textbook. I am not an accountant. Budgeting is not 

accounting, but they are related to one another. 

 https://www.oercommons.org/courses/financial-strategy-for-public-managers/view 

 

Different kinds of organizations (for profit, nonprofit, and governmental) have similar but 

different kinds of STANDARDIZED ACCOUNTING FORMS.  

 

The budget systems an organizations use need to align with their accounting methods. 

 

This alignment is achieved through A CHART OF ACCOUNTS which is a coding system for 

the CODES OF FUNDS and naming conventions for how things are identified by names. 

 

There are CONVENTIONAL ways to format budgets, but to PRESCRIBED STANDARD for 

the formatting of budgets. They should, of course, be conventional in formatting for purposes of 

AUDITING and explanation. Budgets are PLANNING DOCUMENTS which have legal 

consequence.  

 

OPERATING BUDGETS MUST BALANCE (except at the level of the national government). 

"Balance" means that ANTICIPATED REVENUES are at least equal of ANTICIPATED 

EXPENDITURES.  

 

The budget determines how the BUDGET OFFICE of the unit of government provides money to 

the departments on a time schedule -- kind of like how parents may give children monetary 

ALLOWANCES on a schedule. The idea is to CONTROL the spending of the departments over 

time.  

 

http://www.robertcat.net/gdrive/spring2021/padm5302/site/index5302.html
https://www.oercommons.org/courses/financial-strategy-for-public-managers/view


The CAPITAL BUDGET (in contrast to the OPERATING BUDGET) is a whole other thing. 

Capital items are "big ticket" items that are expected to last and be used for many years. The 

capital budget can be "balanced" through long-term BORROWING. Examples of capital projects 

include new buildings with an anticipated lifespan of perhaps 50 years. The construction of a 

new sewer system is certainly a capital project. The question with capital projects is whether or 

not the jurisdiction will have the REVENUE FLOWS needed to pay back loans in the future. 

You cannot tap one future revenue source to pay back multiple loans.  

 

A jurisdiction's CAPITAL BUDGET is intertwined with its ANNUAL OPERATING 

BUDGETS. When the jurisdiction builds a new building, the costs of MAINTAINING that new 

building will have to be incorporated into OPERATING budgets in coming years. It is possible 

that a new capital project may produce COST SAVINGS in coming years. But HAVING 

SOMETHING usually creates additional costs. Just think of owning two vehicles rather than 

only one vehicle. (Think of costs of insurance, for example.) 

 

------------- - 

 

I like that this textbook acknowledges the importance of NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS in 

helping extend the capacities of local governments.  

 

It is common for local nonprofit organizations to enter into contracts with local government to 

help provide needed social services. 

 

This can hold down the size (number of employees) of local governments, with the salaries, 

benefits and pensions associated. 

 

Because of their common dependence on volunteers, nonprofit organizations may be able to hold 

down the costs of delivery of services. 

 

But the question becomes, can nonprofits provide the documentation needed to show that they 

are ACCOUNTABLE (as governments themselves must be transparent and accountable). 

 

Small "mom and pop" nonprofits probably do not have the PROFESSIONAL EXPERTISE on 

board to do PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS and produce the documentation needed to be 

audited.  

 

Near the end of Chapter 1 in our textbook there is the story of a government stopping entering 

into contracts with a particular nonprofit organization because they had too much money in their 

savings account. When they lost the government contracts, the nonprofit folded.  

 

Well, maybe their were saving money in order to DEVELP THEIR CAPACITIES AND 

BECOME MORE PROFESSIONAL, and more valuable to government departments.  

 



It seems to me that nonprofit organizations that aspire to work with government departments 

need to DEVELOP PROFESSIONAL CAPACITIES in at least three major areas. 

 

 Substantial amounts of money in savings. 

 General fund-raising and skills in grant applications and grant administration. 

 Skills in recruiting both professional employees and volunteers. 

 SKILLS IN PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND DOCUMENTATION NEEDS 

FOR AUDITING PURPOSES. 

 

The idea that charities must themselves be poor is counterproductive. Governments need solid 

"partners" to contract with.  

 

 

 


